Continuous Loop Transfer System Instructions
Fixed Tail
Air bags are to be fully inflated when using transfer system.
Always operate on flat level ground.
Moving Box to Forward Position
1 Pick up container as normal (leave fold up stops in down position)
2 Line up the front of the container rail with the location indicated on the chassis near the
front edge of the tilt frame.
3 Engage tie down hook at the front of the tilt frame to the front of the container rail.
4 Slacken main reeving cable by pushing middle handle down and pull cable out by hand
5 Disconnect the main reeving cable from the container. Hook cable ring on the cable
hook located on the inside passenger side front portion of the tilt frame.
6 Move the transfer "rabbit" to the rear stops by pushing down on rearmost handle.
7 Connect the transfer cable ring to the hook on the front of the container.
8 Disconnect tie down hook from the container.
9 Move container forward until the pick up rollers are seated in the box stops at the front
of the unit, or into the intermittent stops.
10 Secure the container to the trailer using the tie down straps and winches provided.
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Returning Reeving Cable to Load 2nd Box
Pull the release pin located on the driver's side of the tilt frame.
At rear of the trailer unhook secondary cable and pull out fully.
Walk secondary cable forward to connect to the ring on main reeve cable
Take care to insure that cable is free from being bound up on any part
of the rear of the unit. The cable should be run straight back from the
trailer and around the tail roller on upper frame.
Unhook main reeving cable from storage hook and connect to secondary cable.
Push middle control handle down to pull the main reeving cable to the rear of
the trailer.
Continue pulling cable until the release pin has reset into place. You will see the pin
come out slightly and snap into place. This must reset each time to contain
the secondary cable in place.
Disconnect secondary cable from main reeving cable and re-hang in storage position.

Moving Forward Box to Rear Position
Pull the middle control handle up to pull the main reeving cable to the front of the upper
Disconnect tie down straps
Using transfer "rabbit" move container back onto upper frame
Hook up safety strap to secure container in position
Disconnect transfer cable
If it is necessary pull box forward to disconnect the transfer cable :
Move container forward using transfer system.
Disconnect transfer cable
Push container back carefully and slowly using transfer "rabbit"
6 Connect main reeving cable to front of container.
7 Unload container from trailer as per normal operating instructions.
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